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This paper examines the perfOI mance of targeting monetary 
p이icies in a dynamic optimizing model. Towards this end 1 
develop a small open economy version of the New Keynesian 
model and calibrate it to the recent Korean data. By modeling 
the central bank as an op디mizing agent with explicit weights on 
different components of the objective function , 1 explore the 
consequences of alteluative specifications of the central bank's 
O비ectives. Policy simulations include variations on inflation 
targeting, nominal income growth targeting 없ld exchange rate 
t밍'geting. Simulation results s명gest that inflation targe디ng is 
preferable to nominal income gro\\πh and exchange rate pegging 
in smo뼈ling out fluctuations in inflation and the output-gap. 
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I. Introduction 
Inflation targeting has recently been adopted in several developed 
countries as a framework for monetary policies. A growing number 
of emerging market economies (EMEs) have been encouraged to 
adopt inflation targeting as well. 1 Korea is also one of a number of 
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EMEs that have adopted inflation targeting. This paper inves디gates 
the dynamics of the Korean economy since the implementation of 
inflation targeting. to access its appropriateness for EMEs. While 
much of the pre찌ous literature has been conducted with cIosed 
economy models. increasing interest has been given to smaIl open 
economies.2 
In the literature. 1 fmd that a broad consensus seems to have 
fOIIned regar며ng the superiority of inflation targeting as a monetary 
framework. Nonetheless. some recent research has questioned the 
op디m려ity of inflation targe디ng in 려1 circumstance. SpecificaIly 
focusing on sm려}.. open economies. McCaIlum 킹ld Nelson (1999) 
argued in favor of nominaI income growth targe다ng over infla디on 
targeting. One attractive feature of their macroeconomic model is an 
emphasis on modeling imports as intenuediate goods in produc디on 
instead of components of consump디on: 3 for Korea. consumer goods 
accounted for only 13% of imp이ts in 2002; capital equipment and 
inteIluediate goods comprised the remaining 87%. ln section Il. 1 
start with the specifica디on of McCaIlum 입ld Nelson (1999) to 
develop a micro-founded dynamic stochastic model calibrated to the 
Korean economy. 
However ‘ in contrast with McCallum 하ld Nelson (1 999). 1 model 
the centraI bank as a dynamic외ly op디mizing agent ac디ng under 
discretion. rather than imposing an estimated policy rule. The 
policy ruIe - a Taylor ruIe 양ped one sin핑e equa디on reaction fi.끄lction 
- is limited in describing the behavior of the centraI bank. In f1ation 
targe디ng is a statement about the objec디ves of the centraI bank. 
As such. under the assump디on that the centraI bank is itself a 
ra다onaI. op디mizing agent in the modeI. it is preferable to model the 
objec디ve function of the centraI b와lk 밍ld then derive the resul디ng 
targe디ng rule. rather than specifYing an exogenous. static policy 
reac디on equation as 삼ley did. 
1 compare different p디mary objectives of the centraI bank. Thus. 
1 can investigate its appropriateness of monetary policies by comp따ing 
I For the intemational experience of adop디ng inflation targeting. refer to 
Bem와lke et a l. (1999). 하ld Schaechter et a l. (200이. 
2 For the investigation of inflation targe디ng in the cJosed mode l. see 
Clarida et al. (1 999) 없ld Jensen (2002). 
3 Most open economy literature that inves디gates the monetary policies. for 
example. Clarida et 띠. (1999). and G외i 밍ld Monacelli (2002). treats imported 
goods as fmal consump디on goods. 
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the performance under different weights on the central bank's loss 
function. The performance of the monetary policies is evaluated 
how well they perfonn in smoothing out fluctuations in inflation , 
the output-gap, or other macroeconomic variables. Policy simulations 
include variations on inflation targeting, nominal income growth 
targeting and exchange rate targe디ng. Simulation results suggest 
that inflation targe디ng is preferable to nominal income growth and 
exchange rate peg핑ng in smoothing out fluctuations in inflation 
and the output-gap. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section I!, we start with a 
New Keynesian model developed by McCallum and Nelson (1 999).4 
The model presumes that economic agents are sol띠ng dynamic 
op디mization problems with rational expectations , as in the Neo 
-Classical literature. In the model, however, prices are presumed 
not to a여just freely within each period but instead respond 
gradually. The specific price a이ustment mechanism utilized here is 
a variant of Fuhrer and Moore (1995). 1 calibrate the model to 
Korean quarterly data from 1987.Q2 to 2000.Q4 by specifYing the 
parameter values of the model in section III and simulate it to 
evaluate targeting policies such as inflation targeting, nominal 
income growth targeting and exchange rate targeting in section N. 
Fin외ly， section V concludes the paper. 
11. The Model 
The model is a variant of a now standard New Keynesian 
open-economy model, using McCallum 밍ld Nelson (1999) ’s formulation. 
The model is derived from the optimization of infinitely-lived house-
holds. The households consume a variety of goods , provide their 
labor in the factor market, and hold and trade domestic and 
4 For the literature on New Keynesian (or New Neo-Classical Synthesis) 
stochastic dynamic models. see Goodfriend and King (1997). Lane (200이， 
and Clarida. Gali , and Gertler (1 999). New Keynesian models bring imperfect 
competition and nominal rigidities into the dynamic stochastic gener려 
equilibrium structure. In these models , the price decisions of firms that are 
op디mal given the assumed frictions to price adjustment lead to nontrivial 
effects of monetary p이icy on real variables. Monetarγ policy may thus 
become a potential stabilization measure , as well as a source of economic 
fluctuations. Hence for academic researchers New Keynesian stochastic 
dynamic model provides a good tool to 밍lalyze the effect of monet윈Y policy. 
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foreign bonds. 1n addition, they serve as a sole provider of differen-
디ated consump디on goods , to be sold both domestically 밍ld abo하d. 
To this end, they hire labor and import intennediates to produce 
output. 
In pal ticular, imports are treated not as fin외 goods. as is typicaI 
in the literature, but instead as raw-material inputs or inteIIllediates. 
Such a specifica디on captures betler the features of data especi혀ly 
to a small open economy, that of Korea. According to the Korean 
data on imports by use , as of 2002 , consumption goods account 
for 13% of total imports whereas inteIIIlediates for 49%. and capital 
goods for 38%. In addition. this spec퍼ca디on theoretically yields a 
behavior of inflation and exch밍1ge rate change. closer to that found 
in the data. 5 
Contrary to McCallum 킹ld Nelson (1999). this paper adopts a 
pdce a며ustment mechanism from Fuhrer and Moore (1995). rather 
than Calvo (1 982). which is adopted in McC려lum 밍ld Nelson. As 
McCa끄um (1994) has criticized. Calvo’s specification of inflation 
process 찌이ates the natural-rate hypothesis. Addition려ly. as Man퍼W 
(2000) has discussed , far too little inertia in inflation dynamics is 
implied in the Calvo’ s specifica디on ， of which inflation process has 
only a D아ward-looking nature. Instead. in the Fuhrer and Moore’S 
specifica디on inflation process has an additional backward-looking 
nature. This nature yields inflation inertia since past inflation can 
not respond to new infoI'Ination about current or future monetary 
policy. 1n addition , this paper has different features from McCallum 
and Nelson (1999) by dropping 삼le assump디on of habit fmmation of 
consump디on.6 
5 McCallum and Nelson (2001) inves디gated whether the behavior of 
inflation and exchange rate movement was changed under different 
treatment of imported goods. They compared two models. One is Gali and 
Monacelli (2002). in which imports enter as fm떠 goods. The other is 
McCallum and Nelson (1999). in which imports enter as raw materials and 
inteIInediates. They found that McCallum and Nelson (1999) generated a 
lower 밍ld more delayed correlation between inflation and exchange rate 
change. 
6 If the feature of habit formation of consump디on is incorporated into the 
model. 야le variabi띠 of inflation 때d nominal income growth is sli양tly 
reduced. But this reduced variability happens only when the central bank 
does not pay attention to the change of the interest rate. Incorpora디ng the 
feature of habit fO l'lllation into the model. thus. does not change the main 
result of the paper. 
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In the following. 1 present a log-linearized version of the model. A 
detailed specification of the model is described in the appendix. 
Fìnìshed consumption goods are produced by a Cobb-Douglas 
production function: 
Yt = (1 -ð)at+(l-ð)nt+ ðimt. (1) 
where Yt represents output. at a stochastic technological shock. 
nt labor. and imt ìmported raw materials and ìntennediates. A 
technolo횡C려 shock (atl ìs assumed to follow 밍1 AR (1) process. That 
is. at= Paat • 1 + 8 a.t. and 8 a.t - N(O. a~a). 
Output ìs eìther consumed by domestic households or exported 





EX + (~ •• )ext. 
Y 
(2) 
where Ct represents domestic consumption. ext represents export. 
and EX/Y represents the steady-state export-output ratio. E.꽤orts 
depend on the real exch없1ge rate (qtl 없ld foreign output (YI*). the 
latter of which exogenously follows a stochastic process. 
eXI = T7 q qt + T7 y‘ Yt*. (3) 
where the foreìgn output is assumed to follow 밍1 AR (1) process. 
That ìs. Yt*=Py* !/t -l+8y•,c. and 8ψ， c-N(O. a월，). The real exchange 
rate by definìtion equ려s the nomìnal exchange rate less the 
difference between the domestic 없ld foreìgn prìce levels. 
ql = St + p t* - pt. (4) 
Consumption is detennined by 없1 Euler equation. as a function 
of nextperiod’s expected consumption and the current ex ante real 
interest rate (times the intertemporal elasticity of substitution). with 
an exogenously 횡ven preference shock (Vt). The preference shock is 
assumed to follow an AR (1) process. That is. Vt = Pu Vt-l + 8u.t. and 
8u.l-N (0. aiu). 
The Fisher equation replaces the real ìnterest rate with the 
current nominal rate ( it ) 없ld expected inflation (E1 π t+l). providing a 
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direct channel for mone않ry policy in the real economy. 
Ct = Et Ct+1 +(1/ a) Eμ't+I- (1/ a) it+Vt. (5) 
The uncovered interest rate parity condition is assumed to hold 
with an exogenous risk premium 갑lat follows an AR (1) process. 
it = it*+ E t L1 st+1 + /(t. (6) 
where it* represents foreign interest rate and /(t represents a risk 
premium shock. which is assumed to follow 없1 AR (1) process. 
That is. /(( = pκκt-I + eκt. and el(,( - N(O. 야'1( ) • 
In the following. 1 consider how the price is deteI mined in 삼le 
model. F이lowing Fuhrer and Moore (1995). 1 consider a model of 
overlapping wage contracts. In a two-pertod contra며ng world. wages 
prevailing in the current pertod becomes the average of the contract 
wage nego디ated in periods t (ωJ 킹ld t-1 (ωt - Il. πlUS 삼le fiun 
marks up the prtce as a following m없mer. In the following. 1 
consider how the price is deteuuined in the model. 
Pt = 융 {ωt+ ψt- 1) (7) 
In the two-pertod conσacting specifica다on of Fuhrer and Moore 
(1995). agents c하e about relative re려 wages over the life of the 
wage contract. Thus. the current wage contract in real teU I1S is an 
average of the lagged 하ld the expected future wage contracts in 
real teuIIs. a며usted for excess demand. Yt - Yt .7 
(8) 
Substitu디ng W t of equation (7) wi야1 equation (8). 1 get an inflatioI1 
equation such as 
(9) 
In this modeI. the central bank also behaves 01피m허ly. choosing 
the values of the instrument - the interest rate to minimize 삼le 
loss function: 
7 Note that the contracts are s뻐 negotiated in nonùn외 teIlIlS. 









β t{ ωππF + ωdx4Xt2 + OldsJsf + mg-g(u-j)? + ω t1 i L1 it2 } 
(lO) 
The loss function incorporates preferences for targe디ng inflation. 
the nominal income growth or the exchange rate. In addition. it 
incorporates preferences for output stability 없ld smoothing the 
interest rates. The coefficients. ωπ， ω t1x. and ω t1 s reflect the 
central bank’s preference for inflation. the nominal income growth. 
and the exch없1ge rate movement being at target. respec디vely. The 
coefficient. (JJ y_y. represents a preference for maintaining output at 
poten디려. The coefficient. (JJ t1 i. represents a preference for interest 
rate smoothing. This preference reflects the fact that especially for 
EMEs. the central bank has a tendency to smooth the interest rate 
ch밍1ge in order to maintain financial stability. An explicit weight 
on the nominal interest rate or the exchange rate does not usually 
follow from the specification of the u디lity function of the represen-
tative agent.8 However. in the model large swings in interest rates 
or exch없1ge rates are costless - whereas 단le recent crises e)익perienced 
by Korea and several other emerging markets su잃'est these models 
may miss the importance of avoiding “ sudden stops" and other 
large (possibility non-linear) disruptions to the business and financial 
sector. 
Despite the fonnal separation of exchange rate management from 
the other tools of monetary policy (in Korea as in many other 
countries). m없lipula디ng the exch없1ge rate has import없lt implications 
for monetary policy. In the model. it is in effect a' monetary policy 
action. Given the expressed importance that the Bank of Korea has 
given to movements in the value of the Won. 1 additionally simulate 
the impact of e앵licit concem for the variability of the exch없1ge 
rate in the loss function of the central bank. This approach also is 
consistent with the concern for currency stability 하nong small open 
economies documented in the “fear of floa디ng" literature.9 
In addition. the central bank. especi려ly in the EMEs. has a 
motive to stabilize changes in interest rates. to avoid the potential 
costs from financial fragiliψ that may be exacerbated by volatile 
8In the ca8e of the cl08ed economy model. refer to Woodford (2003) for 
the derivation of 1088 function from the u디lity function. 
9 See Calvo and Reinhart (2002). 
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interest rates. Also Bharucha and Kent (1 998) investigates 야le 
Austr려ian mone않ry policy with loss function of the central b와lk 
with explicit wei향lts on the nominal interest rate and the exchange 
rate. 
The model economy consists of the equa다ons men‘tioned above as 
we11 as exogenous shock processes. If 1 describe the model in a 
state-space fonn. it can be written as 
Anl Zlt+1 
L EtZ2t+1 





where Zu is a vector con떠ining predetennined variables. 
(1 1) 
Zlt = [at .Vt • κt . yt* • πt - 1. Y • 1. it-I. L1 qt-l. qt-I. L1 St-d' (12) 
Z2t is a vector containing fl아ward-looking variables such that 
Z2t = [q t. Ct. πtl ’ (13) 
êt. is a vector of shocks which are assumed to fo11ow an AR (1) 
process. 
êt = [êat. êvt • ê K( • êy~ .0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.01 ’ (14) 
Pre-multiplying the above equa디on by Aι1. 1 get the fo11owing 
equa디on. 
Zlt+1 
EtZ2t+1 = AI 칭 +BUt+[텀l ’ (1 5) 
where note that AO-I[êt+1 이’ = [êt+1 이’ for the model we consider. 
And the loss function can also be written in the matrix foon. 
Lt = Y'tKYt. (1 6) 
where K is a diagon외 matrix. with the preference wei양lts on the 
diagon외. And Y t is a vector containing policy variables such that 
Yt = [πt. L1 Xt ‘ L1 St. Yt -피t. L1 it 1’, (1 7) 
which is 외so related with Zlt. Z2t and Ut in the fo11o삐ng manner. 
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Yt = Czl Z Il 1+ C,_Mt. (18) 
Z2t 
And we consider the interest rate as a single instrument variable 
so that Ut=i t . 
1 solve the model specified by the above state-space form by 
applying a method of linear rational expe다ations model proposed 
by Söderlind (1999). 
111. Calibration 
In this section, 1 calibrate the model economy developed in the 
previous section, and simulate the model economy. Towards this 
end, 1 set values for parameters used in the model economy. Table 
1 presents specific values for parameters. Baseline parameter 
values for the model are chosen based on recent Korean data from 
1987.Q2 to 2000.Q4. 
In line with the literature. the time discount rate (β ) and 
coefficient of relative risk aversion (0-) are assigned values of 0.99 
and 5 , respectively. F이lowing Park 없ld Shin (2000) , 1 set the 
mark-up ratio (e I e - 1) to 11% so that elasticity of demand for 
consump디on varieties ( e ) equals 10.09. 까le elas디ci양 between 
domestic goods 밍ld imported goods in the production function , p. 
is set to 5 so as to produce variabili양 of the model economy 
comparable with that in the data. The average of the import share 
of GDP (Q(IM/η) over this period was equal to 0.20, implying that 
è5 = (e I e -1) x Q(IM/ Y) is 0.222. During the same period. the export 
-output ratio (EX/ Y) was 0.214. 
The elasticity of e꽤orts to the real exchange rate (T) q) is set to 
0.538 , fo11뻐ing Lee and Kim (1991). They es디mated an e때oπ equa디on 
by regressing export volume on the real exchange rate and control 
variables. The estimated elasticity does not reflect changes in the 
price , implying that this is its ma잉mum possible value. 1 set an 
elas디ciψ of exports to the foreign income (T)ψ) to 1, considering the 
fact that exports have a sizable effect on the Korean economy. The 
coefficient of the output-gap in the Phillips cuπe ( í' /2) is set to 
0.077 as in Nam (2003) , which estimated the Phillips cuπe using 
Korean data from 1986.Ql to 2001.Q4. 
F이lowing Nam and 암ro (1997). 1 specifY domestic 뻐d foreign 
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TAID,l!; 1 
VALUES OF PARAMETERS 























Time discount rate 
Coefficient of relative risk aversion 
Elasticity of demand for consumption v와ie디es 
Production elasticity b/w domestic 밍ld imp야ted goods 
Slope of Ph패ps curve 
lrnport share of GDP 
E앤ort-ouφut ratio 
Elasticity of exports to real exch없1ge rate 
Elas디city of exports to foreign income 
AR (1) coefficient of produc디띠ty process , a, 
AR (1) coefficient of preference process. 이 
AR (1) coefficient of risk premium process. 1(, 
AR (1) coefficient of foreign income process. y ,* 
Standard deviation of productivity shock. ê띠 
Standard de、lÏation of preference shock. ê 뎌 
Standard deviation of risk premium shock. ê '" 


















































techno1o핑C머 shock processes such that AR (1) coefficient of a 
domestic techno1ogical shock (Pa) is given as 0.89. 밍ld that of a 
foreign techno1o핑cal shock (Py') is given as 0.81. And their standard 
de찌a디ons of domestic (0 EQ) 와ld foreign technologic외 shoc양 (OEν.) are 
밍ven as 0 , 02 and 0 ‘ 0075. respectively. 
The AR (1) coefficient of preference shock process (Pu) is set to 
0.3 킹ld its standard deviation (아u) to 0.0 1. Those values are close 
to values reported by MaCallum 밍ld Ne1son (1998) , The AR (1) 
coefficient of risk premium process {p,rl is set to 0 , 50 and its 
standard deviation ( σ" ，.-) to 0.04. following MaCallum and Nelson 
(1 999) 
To see the properties of the model. 1 examine impu1se response 
functions of the mode1 economy to exogenous shocks. The model 
economy is based on the case of inflation targe디ng. in which ω:= 
1. ωdi=O. l. and other weights are zero in the 10ss function of 
Equation (1이. 깐le model economy is hit by four exogenous shocks 
- shocks to techno1ogy (Ca.1 ). preference (Eu ,1 ). risk premium (Eκtl. 
하ld foreign output (월'，1) ， Fi양lr않 1-4 plot imp띠se response functions , 
Figure 1 depicts responses to a unit shock to techno1ogy. A unit 
increase in YI leads to an increase in the output. but a sli양ü 
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decrease in the output-gap since the potential output jump 
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more 
than the output. And nominal income shows a jump temporarily. A 
favorable supply shock brings 다le price down. Both fallen output 
-gap and inflation bring about an decrease in the interest rate. The 
increase in income involves a jump in import demand that 떠n only 
be satisfied by 없1 exch밍1ge rate depreciation 
In Figure 
1n 
2. we see that a preference 
and inflation. This 
an to shock leads upward 
output-gap and 1ncrease 1n jump 
inflation 
output-gap 
brings about an 1ncrease 1n the interest rate nominal and 








direction 1n 단le 
the exchange rate. Figure presents impulse 
that risk Eq. (6). 
about a blip 








current exchange rate s [, implying an depreciation. 
This depreciation helps an expansion of export demand and the 
암le 
risk 
output. The interest rate is raised in response to an increase in 
output-gap. In the meantime. inflation is little affected by the 
premium shock. Finally. in Figure 4 we see that a foreign 1ncome 
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The increase in 야le output-gap and inflation brings about an 
increase 1n the interest rate. And strengthened foreign demand for 
domestic good leads to an apprecia디on of the exchange rate. 
Impulse responses of the nominal income growth and exchange 
rate targe디ng are basically similar to those of inflation targe디ng. 
even though the fOIIner two targetings have a prolonged shape of 
responses. 
IV. Experiments 
In this section. 1 simulate the model economy to evaluate 
targeting monetary policies. 1 consider several targe디ng policies-
inflation. nominal income growth. 하ld exch밍1ge rate. 10 In henceforth. 
1 abbreviate Inflation Targe디ng to IT. Nominal Income Growth 
10 For the detailed derivation of the numerical solution , see Söderlind 
(1999). 
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Targeting to NIGT. and Exchange Rate Targeting to ET. 1 assess 
how well a targeting policy succeeds in smoothing out fluctua디ons 
in inflation. the ouφut-gap. the nominal income growth rate. and 
va디ability of exch윈1ge rates. The less volatile are those macro-
economic variables. the more successful. 1 conclude. is a targe디ng 
policy. A targe디ng policy adjusts an interest rate instrument when 
a targeted variable deviates its targeted path as well as when 
output deviates the natural rate. Specific policy rules of IT. NIGT 
and ET are specified by put디ng weights on components of the 
central bank's loss function. 11 Under a specific policy rule. the 
weights of the loss function has the following values. 
IT: ω: = l , ωJx = O. and ωJs = 0 
NIGT: ωπ = O. ωdx = 1. and ωds = O. 
ET: ωπ = O. ω.ðx = O. and ωds = 1. 
For ex밍nple. IT puts the wei향lt on its target variable. i. e .. 
inflation ( π). but does not put 야le weight on other variables such 
as the nominal income growth (L1 x) 없ld the exch없1ge rate 
movement( L1 s). On the other hand. NIGT puts the weight only on 
its target variable. i.e. the nominal income growth (L1 x). but does 
not put the weight on inflation ( π) 없ld the exchange rate movement 
(L1 s). And ET puts the weight only on its target variable. i. e. the 
exchange rate movement (L1 s). but does not put the weight on 
inflation ( π ) 없ld the nominal income growth (L1 x). 
Table 2 through 4 provide the simulation results. Table 2 
presents the simulation result of strict targe디ng. which implies that 
the central bank is only conceI Iled about its target variable. Thus. 
the central bank does not pay attention to the output-gap. that is. 
ω i"í =u y_y 'OJ 
The third through fif1야1 columns of Table 2 present the standard 
11 The telIll of X-Targe디ng is identified as a regime in which the central 
b와lk (i) has deviations of X from its desired path as one argument of its 
1055 function. and (ii) behaves op디mally in light of its model of the 
economy. Some literature defines the telIfl in a different way. Gali and 
Monacelli (2002). for ex없nple. identifies X-targe디ng as a regime in which the 
central bank succeeds in fully stabilizing X. and thus X is fixed for a11 the 
time. 
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TABLE 2 
EXPERIMENT 1 (ω !I IJ =o) 
ωπ = 1 ωJx 느 1 ωJs 느 1 
σ (4 x π) 0.0000 5.0897 10.0722 
a (y 디) 0.0000 2.6462 2.8274 
ωJi = 0 a (.1 x) 1.7786 0.9130 2.7359 
a (.1 s) 8.9765 8 .4215 0.0001 
a (4 x i) 14.5981 20.8448 18.1464 
a (4x π) 1. 1141 3.8841 10.0722 
a(y-y) 0.9208 2.0025 2.8274 
OJJi = 0.1 σ ( .1 x) 1.9270 0.4818 2.7359 
a (.1 s) 9.2254 7.7342 0.0001 
a (4x i) 6.8280 14.8956 18.1464 
σ (4x π) 1.8749 2.9138 10.0722 
σ (y- yl 1. 1821 1.5116 2.8274 
ωJi = 0.5 σ ( .1찌 1.9937 1.2274 2.7359 
a (.1 s) 9.4959 8.2131 0.0001 
a (4 x i) 5.8960 7.3348 18.1464 
a (4x π) 2.3354 2.9260 10.0722 
a(y-y) 1.3089 1.5090 2.8274 
ω .1 1 = 1 a (.1 x) 2.0315 1.5456 2.7359 
σ (.1 s) 9.6294 8.7471 0.0001 
a (4 x i) 5.6084 5.3796 18.1464 
deviations of the artificíal data under IT. NIGT. 없ld ET. respectively. 
The varíables of whích standard devíations are reported ín the table 
are the annualized ínflation (4 x π). the output-gap (y- y). the 
nomínal íncome growth (L1 x). the exchange rate movement (L1 s). 없ld 
the annualized interest rate (4 X i). The first column shows which 
value of the weight (ωμ) is put on the interest rate change in 삼le 
central bank's loss function. The first panel of the table reports the 
simulation results of the case of ω Ll i=O. in which the central bank 
is concerned about the fínancíal instabiliψ índuced from the 
interest rate change. From the fírst panel 1 fínd that for ínflation , 
IT gets the lowest s.d. (0.000<기. For the output-gap. IT also gets the 
lowest s.d. (0.0000). Thus , IT perfectly conσols 단le variabilíty of 
both inflation and the output-gap so that both of them are on the 
targeted paths. But, for the nominal income growth rate. NIGT gets 
the lowest s.d. (0.913이. ET also gets the lowest s.d. (0.0001) for the 
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TABT,E 3 
EXPERIMENT 2 (ω y- !i =0, 25) 
roðP = 1 ωðx = 1 roðs = 1 
。 (4x n) 0 , 0000 2.7610 9 , 4258 
a (y- 피 0 , 0000 1.4918 2 , 7132 
ωð' = 0 a (L1 x) 1.7786 0 ,3229 2 , 6107 
。 (L1 5) 8 , 9765 7 , 6827 0 , 2948 
a (4 x i) 14 , 5981 16.4 195 18, 1568 
a (4x πl 0 , 8721 2 , 4356 9.4227 
a (y- y) 0 , 7265 1.2791 2 , 7113 
ωð' = 0 , 1 a (L1 x) 1.8608 0 , 6825 2 , 6085 
a (L1 5) 9 , 0251 7 , 5893 0 , 2993 
σ(4 x i) 7 , 9965 12, 1882 18, 1429 
a (4x π) 1.6627 2.3208 9 , 4106 
a(y-YJ 1.0575 1, 2327 2.7040 
ωð' = 0 , 5 a (L1 x) 1.9503 1.3356 2 , 5999 
a (L1 5) 9 , 3373 8 , 2731 0 ,3219 
a (4x i) 6 .4535 7 , 0691 18 , 0878 
a (4x π) 2.1373 2 , 5272 9 , 3960 
a (y 피 1.2059 1.3248 2.6950 
ω，，" = 1 a (L1 X) 1.9962 1.5841 2 , 5893 
a (L1 5) 9 , 4949 8 , 7382 0 ,3583 
a (4 x i) 6 , 0244 5 , 5837 18 , 0198 
nomin외 exch밍1ge rate variability. 
The second to the forth p밍lel of the table varies the weight on 
the interest rate change from 0 ,1. 0.5 and 1. 1 find the same 
results as found in the first paneL For inflation. IT gets the lowest 
standard deviation. For the output-gap. IT 허so gets the lowest 
standard deviation , But. for the nominal income growth rate. NIGT 
gets the lowest standard deviation. ET also gets the lowest 
standard deviation for the nominal exchange rate v없iability.12 
12 As found in the last column of Table 2. 삼le variability of 허1 variables 
does not change for ET, Thus the perfonnance of ET is not associated the 
attitude of the central bank to the interest rate v하iab피ty， That is. when 
the central bank does not need to care about the output-gap. 삼le 
perfolIIlance of ET does not change whether or not it cares about the 
stability of the interest rate , This is a very interes디ng fac t. which implies 
that financial market of the interest and the exchange rate is strongly 
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ωdi = 0 
ωdi = 0.1 
TABLE 4 
EXPERIMENT 3 (ω '1 y=O.5) 
ωn: = 1 ωdx = 1 
a (4x π〕 0.0003 2.0068 
a (y- y) 0.0001 1. 1000 
a (L1 x) 1.7787 0.6549 
a (L1 5) 8.9766 7.7492 
a (4x i) 14.5977 15.5998 
a (4x π) 0.7342 1.8627 
a(y-y) 0.6143 0.9819 
a (L1 X) 1.8297 0.9184 
a (L1 5) 8.9400 7.7251 
a (4 x i) 8.8075 11.6328 
_._ •••• _---------‘------------•-----------------_._----_ ••• _------------------------_----.----_-------
a (4x π) 1.5120 1.9998 
a(y-y) 0.9684 1.0751 
ωdi = 0.5 a (L1 x) 1.9215 1.4042 
a (L1 5) 9.2342 8.3271 
a (4 x i) 6.9067 7.2761 
o (4x π) 1.9877 2.2749 
o (y- y) 1.1276 1.2036 
ωdi = 1 σ (L1 x) 1.9706 1.6109 
a (L1 5) 9.3983 8.7354 
a (4x i) 6.3743 5.9262 





















Tables 3 , 4 and 5 present the simulation result of flexible 
targeting. Under flexible targeting regime, the central bank is 
concerned about its target variable as well as the output-gap. Table 
3 represents the simulation results of the flexible targe디ng regime 
with the weight on the output-gap equal to 0.25 , i. e. , ω y_ y =0.25. 
Table 4 represents the simulation results of the flexible targe디ng 
regime with the weight on the output-gap equal to 0.5 , i. e. , ω 9 υ = 
0.5. And Table 5 represents the case of the weight on the 
output-gap equal to 1, i. e. , ω y_ y = 1. From Tables 3 through 5 , 1 
find the same results as found in Table 2. That is , IT is superior 
in smoothing out fluctuations in inflation and the output-gap. In 
the meantime , NIGT is superior in lowering the variability of the 
nominal income growth. And ET yields a more stable movement in 
integrated as found in the uncovered interest rate parity. 
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TABLE 5 
EXPERlMENT 4 (ω'1 y=l) 
Ü} JP = 1 ωJx = 1 Ü}Js = 1 
a (4x π) 0.0001 1.3836 7.9354 
a(y-y) 0.0000 0.7530 2.4370 
ωJi = 0 a (,1 X) 1.7787 0.9888 2.3348 
a (,1 s) 8.9766 7.9616 1.0217 
a (4x i) 14.5980 15.0047 18.1893 
a (4x π) 0.5739 1.3556 7.9239 
a (y- yl 0 .4821 0.7069 2.4300 
Ü}ði = 0.1 a (,1 X) 1.8005 1.1566 2.3269 
σ (.ðs) 8.8721 7.9547 1.0394 
a (4x i) 9.8672 1 1.5369 18.1309 
•••••••• ------------------_. __ •• _----------_._--_ .. ------------ __ •• _-_._._-------------_.----------_ •••••• _-- •• _-----------.-.----------_ ••• _--‘-------_._ ••• __ --
a (4x π) 1.3066 1.6400 7.8805 
a (y- 江) 0.8448 0.8922 2.4027 
Ü) ", = 0.5 a (,1 X) 1.8842 1.4837 2.2968 
a (,1 s) 9.1065 8.4023 1. 1233 
a (4 x i) 7.6246 7.8270 17.9040 
a (4x π) 1.7712 1.9615 7.8337 
a (y- 피 1.0132 1.0479 2.3715 
ωJ' = 1 a (L1 x) 1.9346 1.6426 2.2625 
a (,1 s) 9.2662 8.7300 1.2483 
a (4 X i) 6.9407 6.5716 17.6341 
야le nominal exchange rate th밍lIT 밍ld NIGT. 
Thus 1 can summarize the sinlUlation results found from tables 2 
through 5 as follows. A targe디ng policy perfonlls well in smoothing 
out fluctuations of its own target. That is. IT produces a more 
stable inflation. NIGT produces a more stable nominal income 
growth. 뻐d ET produces a more stable movement of the nominal 
exchange rate. 
In addition. IT has 밍1 adv밍ltage in lowering the v:하iability of the 
output-gap against NIGT 없ld ET. Regardless of the weight on the 
output-gap in the loss function - 삼lat is. sσict targeting or flexible 
targe디ng - this facts are found. 
Therefore. if we evaluate a targe디ng policy by 100퍼ng at how 
inflation and the output-gap are stabilized. IT seems to be the best 
perfoI mer. 
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v. Conclusion 
This paper investigates the appropriateness of targeting monetary 
polices in a sm머1 open economy. that of Korea. To this end. 1 
develop a dynamic optimizing model developed by McCallum and 
Nelson (1999). However. in contrast with McCallum 없ld Nelson 
(1999). 1 model the central bank as a dynamically optimizing agent 
acting under discretion. rather than imposing an estimated policy 
rule. 
1 compare different primary objectψes of the centra1 bank. which 
are represented on the weight in the 10ss function. 1 investigate its 
appropriateness of monetary policies by comparing the performance 
under different weights on the central bank’s 10ss function. The 
performance of the monetary policies is evaluated on how well they 
perform in smoothing out fluctuations in inflation. the output-gap. 
or other macroeconomic variab1es. Policy simu1ations include variations 
on inflation 떠rge디ng. nominal income growth targe디ng 없ld exch밍1ge 
rate targeting. 
In order to calibrate the mode1 economy. 1 take some parameter 
va1ues from the literature on the Korean economy. and from the 
Korean data from 1987.Q2 to 2000.Q4. From the simu1ation 
results. 1 find that a targeting policy performs well in smoothing 
out fluctuations of its own target. πlat is. IT produces a more 
stab1e inflation. NIGT produces a more stab1e nominal income 
growth. and ET produces a more stab1e movement of the nomina1 
exchange rate. In addition. IT has an advantage in 10wering 다le 
variability of the output-gap against NIGT and ET. Regardless of 
the weight on the output-gap - that is. strict targeting or flexib1e 
targeting - these facts are found. Therefore. simu1ation results 
suggest that inflation targeting is preferab1e to nomina1 income 
growth and exchange rate pegging in smoothing out fluctuations in 
inflation and the output-gap. 
(Received 19 January 2005; Revised 23 April 2005) 
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Appen하x: The Model in 
In this section, 1 develop a model economy to be used in the 
simulations. Follo띠ng McCallum 없ld Nelson (1999), 1 assume a 
sm머1 open economy in which econon꾀C 월ents decide production 
and consumption over their infinite life horizon. Contrary to 
McCallum 밍ld Nelson, 1 simplify the utility function by dropping 
단le assump다on of habit founation of consumption. Especially, 1 
adopt a price a며ustment mechanism from Fuhrer and Moore 
(1995) , rather than Calvo (1982) , which is adopted in McCallum and 
Nelson. 
In the model economy there exist a continuum of households of 
measure 1, and they consume a variety of goods , pro띠de labor in 
the factor market, and hold and trade bonds. In addition , they are 
onlya pro띠der of differentiated consumption goods that are consumed 
both domestically and abroad. A 양pica1 household ma엄mizes discoun-
ted sum of sσeams of present 뻐d future consumption, Eo효βIU 
(대， where consump디on， Ct, as shown below, is a composite consump-
tion of differentiated good produced domestic외ly: 
Ct= [J ;CtU )(8 -1)/8야jl8/{8 -l}. 
Domestic residents do not import foreign goods for the purpose of 
consumption. All imported goods are to be used for inteIIIlediates 
in the production process. This assump다on is compa디ble with the 
fact that most of imported goods are used for materials or inter-
mediates rather than used for final goods in Korea. 
When consumption 1s given as a sort of Dixit-S디glitz， the , price 
index comparable with composite consumption has 삼le fo11O'뼈ng 
form: pf=Im R(j)l-8djlull 8}. 
A household 려50 holds bonds - both domestic currency denominated 
one (BJ 와ld foreign curremγ denominated one (Bt*). Domestic and 
foreign currency denominated bonds pay the real interests , rt and 
rt* respectively in maturity. Foreign currency denominated bond 
pays risk premium, I( t as we11. 
In addition. a household. as a producer of a differentiated con-
sumption good. hires labor (NJ 하ld pays wage (WJ for using labor. 
The household produces a good using a technology given as Yt = J 
(A t, Nt, IMJ. At represents a technology shock. 밍ld IMt represents 
inteunediates utilized in the production of final goods. 
On the other hand, 단le household se11s a differentiated final good 
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at the price. p t • and at 삼1at price it produces the good as much as 
consumers demand. The demand for the good consists of two parts. 
One paπ is from the domestic (DJ , 없ld the other is from the 
foreign (EXJ. Also the household provides labor in the domestic 
labor market. A resource constraint which the household faces is 
shown below. 
Pt (Dt + EXtl + Wt N( + Pt Bt(1 + rtl + Pt Qt Bt* (1 + rt*)(1 + κtl 
= p?Ct + WtNt + PFQtIMt + P?Bt+1 + P?QtBr+l , 
where Q t represents real exch없1ge rate. Putting λt as 
Lagrange multiplier to the resource constraint divided by 
aggregate price (Pt)l3. l;t as the Lagrange multlplier to 
production function , the F.O.C.s for Ct. Bt+!. B캅 1. N {, and 
becomes. respec디vely. 
U1(Ctl = λt . 
λt - βEt Àt+ 1(1 + rtl. 
Qt λt= βEt Qt+1 λt+1 (1 +rt*)(l + κtl. 
W t!Pt = ( ξt! λtl]z(At. N t. IMt). 











The transversality conditions for asset stock of the household as 
well as the optimization conditions also should be satisfied. 
lim βIλtBt+! = O. (A7) 
lim β끼tQtB룹 1 O. (A8) 
The nominal bond denominated by domestic currency is asso-
ciated in the following manner with the real bond denominated by 
domestic currency. 
13 The supers디pt A denotes the aggregate variable to dis디nguish it from 
the individual variable. 
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(1 +il) = EdP앙 1/함)(1+rl). (A9) 
where il is the norrùn허 interest which is redeemed to the 
nominal bond denorrùnated by domestic currency. 1 specify a 
spontaneous ut꾀ity function in the fo11o뻐ng fOIIn: U(CJ=ero'Ct γ 
(1- a). where ω1 is a preference shock. that is. a sort of demand 
shock. From Equation (A2). (A3). and (A9). 1 get a relationship 
between consump디on. inflation. and the norninal interest rate. 
Cl = EI CI+I + (1/ a) EIπI+! - (l/a)i, + UI. (Al이 
where Ct=10gC1. and u ， =-(I/a)(E1ω1+ 1-ω1) is assumed to 
fo11ow 없1 AR (1) process. 
다 = PvUt-!+CV.I. cv.t - N(O. aiv). (All) 
From Equation (A3). (A4). 하ld (A9). 1 get the uncovered interest 
p강ity. 
i l = i l*+ Eu1sl+1 + /(1. (AI2) 
where SI = log Slo 밍ld SI is the nominal exchange rate 하ld 
defmed as SI = QI 함/ PI*. /(1 is a risk prernium shock. and is 
assumed to fo11ow 윈1 AR (1) process. 
/(1 = PI( /(I-I + CκI . CI(.I-N(O. a.값). (AI3) 
Now let us look at the production acti띠양 of a household. The 
household is a producer of a differen디ated good. It has mon매olistic 
power over its product so that it sets the price on it. At the price 
it sets. it decides the amount of produc다on coπesponding to 
demand. And 1 assume the domestic 하ld foreign demand function 
have a fOIIn of Di외t-8디멍itz. 
DI = (Pt!P，엄- 8D? . (AI4) 
EXI = (Pt! Pt) - 8 EXt . (AI5) 
where e > 1 . and Dt and EXt are an 쩡greg따e of DI and 앓I . 
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respectively. T:봐ting a log on 삼le two equa디ons above, 1 get the 
following equations. 
d t = - () (Pt - pf) + df . (A16) 
ex( = - e (P( - P암 + ex? ‘ (A17) 
The following equation shows how demand for a differentiated 
good consists of domestic demand 없ld foreign demand. 
EX ... EX 
νt = (1 - -F-}dt + (-F) eXt , (A18) 
where Yt = log Y t , d t = log Dt , 없ld ex( = log EX(. EX/Y is 삼le 
steadystate ratio of exports to output. Foreign demand for the 
domestic good is assumed to have the following function. 
EXt = QPq Yt" n'j' . (A19) 
Taking a log on the above equation gives 
ext = T/ q qt + T/ y' Yt* • (A20) 
where T/ q represents the elasticity of exports to the real exchange 
rate , and T/ y* represents the elastici양 of e때orts to the foreign 
income. 
And 1 consider the foreign nominal interest rate ( it*) and the 
foreign income ( Yt*) taken as given exogenously. 깐le foreign income 
is assumed to follow an AR (1) process. 
Yt* = Py' Yt-l + 8 y'. ,. 8 y*, ,-N(O. (J월*) . (A2 1) 
Now let us consider how Yt is detennined when is Pt is set. First. 
look at how Pt is set. From Equa디on (A16J, (A17J, 없ld (A18J, 1 get 
Yt-yt = - () (Pt - pt). (A22) 
And the following equation holds as well. 
9t-af = - 6(Pt - aF) , (A23) 
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where pf is the price level correspon버ng to the potential income 
level, 파 . 
The price mechanism fo11ows Fuhrer and Moore (1995), where 
wage negotiations are conducted in tenIlS of the wage relative to an 
average of real conσact wages in effect over the life of a contract. 
In a consequence infla디on process has a characteris디c of iner디a. 
and the current inflation has the fo11o때ng fonn. 
(A24) 
πlat is. infla디on (πtl depends on both realized infla다on of the 
previous period and expected inflation of the next period. 
Now let us look at how the potential output is detennined when 
the price is flexible. The production is assumed to have the 
foll。띠ng fOI Ill. 
Yt = [a (AtNtl-"+ (1 -a) αι-") -1/까 (A25) 
T와ting a log of the above equation. 1 get 
Yt = (l-ð)at+(I-ð)nt+ð띠1 t • (A26) 
where ð = (1- a)(IM/ y)커 A technologic허 shock (a r) is assumed to 
follow 입1 AR (1) process. 
ar = Paar-I+8a.r. 8a.r-N{O.a，삶. (A27) 
When the price is flexible. ouφut reaches to the potenti허 level 
(Yr = Y[ ). equation (A26) becomes 
y[ = (1- ð) a[ + ð 띠1 t • (A28) 
If the equilibrium is symmetric. that is. Yt = Yt. 
T와딩ng a log on equa디on (A6) gives the fo11owing equation 
q[ = log (ç[ / λ) - (1 + p)(띠lt -Yt). (A29) 
When the price is flexible. the mark-up rate is constant so that 
the fo11o뼈ng equation holds 
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1+p qt· lmt = Yt -
l 
(A3이 
Substituting equation (A28) for the above equation. 1 get the 







(A31) 1- Ö qt. 
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